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PRESENTATION CONTENT
Addiction 

Signals of Technology Addiction

Who are the risky?

How does the process start for Technology Addiction?

Technology Addiction Step by Step…

Technological Addictions

How should your relationship with technology be?

Test yourself: yes or no?

In order not to be addicted to technology…
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Addiction
Dependency is an object that a person uses or 
something that someone does
on action;

• Losing control and
not leading a life without him.. 
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Signals of Technology Addiction

A techonology addict is the one who;

wants to spend more time
with what he's addicted to

continues to use technology
despite mental and physical difficulties

becomes angry and angry if he can’t use it through
his wishes and desires.
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Signals of Technology Addiction

A techonology addict is the one who;

If we don't understand and we can't quit the game,
while playing a game or surfing the net, 

this can be a warning for us

even thinks about it.
Even while not using it

Has difficulty in fulfilling responsibilities
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Who are under risk?

Those who have negative friends and addicts,

Those who are reluctant to social activities and have no success in school

Those who have little ability to make friend or continue the friendship

Those who stay away from sports and prefer sedentary life,
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Who are under risk?

Those who have difficulty to Express themselves

Those who have family conflicts and no healthy family communicatin

Those who can’t spend qualified time 

Individuals whose families use technology negatively and unconsciously,
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How does the process start?

First it starts
with boredom

They can’t find things to spend
time so they start to have time 

with technological devices
after
that
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First step
Wonder Second Step

Social use

Fourth Step
Addictied use

Third step
For entertainment or escaping
from problems
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Step by Step
Technology Addiction

It is always asked for more

I played till morning
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Environments without technology is so boring.

Off I want to go home soon

Step by Step
Technology Addiction
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S/He can’t control himself.

Just extra 5 minutes!

Step by Step
Technology Addiction
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life gets poorer and poorer.

I don’t want to do anything!

Step by Step
Technology Addiction
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Health problems start.

My poor back? Who will climb up the stairs?

Step by Step
Technology Addiction
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He feels himself bad.

I’m not in a good mood.

Step by Step
Technology Addiction
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Starts to argue with others.

Don't interfere with me!

Step by Step
Technology Addiction
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Starts not to do responsibilities.

Was the assignment today?

Step by Step
Technology Addiction
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He becomes unable to think anything else.

let me get a computer,
I will get points back
I lost in yesterday's game

Step by Step
Technology Addiction
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Starts  telling lies

I have just started to play it!

Step by Step
Technology Addiction
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Their social relationships are damaged and they
became lonely.

I feel myself alone!

Step by Step
Technology Addiction
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The sleep pattern is disturbed.

We have just slept! When did the sun rise?

Step by Step
Technology Addiction
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He moves away from his family, his eating order is 
disturbed.

Mummy is it ok if I have my meal in my room?

Step by Step
Technology Addiction
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Technological Addictions

INTERNET 
SOCIAL MEDIA

MOBILE PHONE
AND TABLET

GAME CONSOLES PC AND TV
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Is social media addictive?

If it gets in the way of your real life,
If it's the first option that comes to mind when you're bored,
If you feel the need to share things all the time,
If it Takes too much time, creates unrest when out of reach,
Causing disruption to your daily life and responsibilities,
If real friendships are replaced by virtual friendships and followers,you

You can be addicted to social media.
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Are games addictive?

If you increasingly spend more time on games,
If you have discussions about the time spent on game,
If you prefer to play instead of spending time with family or friends
If you start to care more about the achievements and advances in games than real-life achievements,
If your notes are bad due to playing too much games, 
If you are experiencing absenteeism and are sleepless, 

You may be a game addict
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Suggestions to Avoid Addiction

Decrease slowly but steadily

Replace it, turn to new activities when you reduce usage (Sports, hobby, etc.)

Think! Is success and dignity in the virtual environment more valuable or real life?

Think of the damages 

Get expert help if necessary.
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Mobile phone

I check my mobile phone often.
I always carry my mobile phone with me.
When I sleep, my mobile phone stays where I can reach.
I don't have time for my day-to-day work using my mobile phone.
It's good for me to use my mobile phone when I feel bad.
I feel bad when I'm not using my mobile phone.
I often use my mobile phone even when I'm with others in conversation or at dinner.

If you agree to at least 5 of the following sentences you could be said to be at 
risk of becoming a mobile phone addict:
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To Cope With The Use Of Excess Mobile 
Phones

observe the times.
You use a mobile phone

Start by reducing the most trivial activity 
you do with your mobile phone.

When communicating face-to-face with someone, agree with yourself to put your mobile phone away 
or shut down.

Check your phone last 30 minutes before going to bed.
If you have messages, missed calls, wait the next day to return.
Prevent your sleep pattern from being disturbed.
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How Should Your Relationship Be With 
Technology?

Take time to sports and hobbies.
Don't be confidant with your computer.
Spend more time with your family.
Be sure to set a time limit.
Take time to read books.
Take time to learn and do your homework.
Take time to play and rest outside.
Benefit from the relaxing effects of spending time with nature.
Note that you can go out without the phone.
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Technology Test

Would you like to measure the distance between you 
and the technology?

Let’s start then
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Does your daily responsibilities fail due to your time with 
computers or other technological devices?1

Yes

No 
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Do you check your social media messages more than once or twice a day?2

Yes

No 
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Do you also meet with your friends from the virtual world in the real world?3

Yes

No 
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Is there a reduction in the time you spend with your friends or family?4

Yes

No 
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Are you tired and angry when you get out of bed in the morning?5

Yes

No 
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Is the time spent using technology negatively affect school success?6

Yes

No 
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Do you get too tired in the morning because you can't get enough sleep or rest 
because you're interested in technological equipment?7

Yes

No 
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Is your mind busy with computers , 
tablets and so on even when you eat?8

Yes

No 
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Are you just surfing the Internet for no purpose?9

Yes

No 
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When you are restricted from using your technological materials, 
are you crazy about it?10

Yes

No 
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Are your virtual friends more than your real friends?11

Yes

No 
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When you are away from technology do you say «I’m bored» or
do you see it lost time?12

Yes

No 
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That is  the result:

If « yes» is more You need to think carefully. 
There are some precautions you should take

If «no» is more You have no problems with technology.
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In order not to be a 
Technology
Addict

Make a program

Find other
alternatives

Limit your time

Do sports

Go out

Spend more
Time with

family

Ask for help
When

necessary



Are you
e-social or anti-social

River of life
does not flow through 

the net!

Be connected to the 
internet,

Don't be addicted.

Don’t restrict your social life 
with social media

Don’t be slave of your
mobile phone



Not zero technology, 
Not unlimited technology, 

Enough technology.

Technology produces solutions,
Addiction produces trouble.

Less is more.



Thanks for listening

Before
TECHNOLOGY
turns into
a MONSTER


